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KEYSTONE TECHNOLOGIES DEVELOPS TURNKEY LED SOLUTION FOR OEM FIXTURE INDUSTRY

MONTGOMERYVILLE, PA: February 19, 2015 - Keystone Technologies, a leading producer of LED drivers and LED modules for the OEM fixture industry,  
announces a breakthrough program to enable lighting fixture manufacturers to achieve UL and DLC certification on a variety of popular lighting fixture kits from 
Steel Craft brand, a leading manufacturer of metal components for OEM assembly.

Instead of submitting each fixture for UL and DLC and paying the associated fees, the Keystone OEM Turnkey LED program enables the fixture assembler to  
“Alternate List” with pre-tested, pre-approved fixture designs. This program substantially reduces the cost to bring new fixtures to market while dramatically 
speeding up the UL and DLC approval process.
 
The initial fixtures included in this program include architectural and commercial grade recessed lay-in troffers, wraps, as well as vapor tight fixtures in several 
configurations. Each fixture features electronic components from Keystone, which are designed to work seamlessly with Steel Craft brand fixture kits. Multiple 
options are available regarding color, lumens, board size and emergency mode.
 
“This unique program alleviates the burden of substantial testing and costs for fixture assemblers when bringing new LED fixtures to market. Combining our 
expertise in LED Drivers and Modules with Steel Craft’s design and fabrication capabilities will yield unprecedented value for our OEM fixture customers,” says 
Ira Greenberg, CEO of Keystone.
 
For complete program details and specifications, please visit www.keystoneballast.com/TurnkeyLEDforOEM

About Keystone Technologies:
Since 1945, Keystone has manufactured quality-driven lighting solutions to the industry’s leading lighting fixture manufacturers and wholesale distributors.  
Keystone offers a full catalog of lighting products including a comprehensive line of LED Systems, LED Lamps, Fluorescent, HID and UV Ballast Kits, Transformers,  
Sensors and Fluorescent Lamps. Keystone operates fulfillment centers in Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cincinnati, Dallas, Denver, Houston, Kansas City, 
Los Angeles, Louisville, Memphis, Miami, Minneapolis, Nashville, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Portland, San Francisco, and Syracuse. For more information, visit  
www.KeystoneBallast.com.
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